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Abstract – Independent navigation for visually impaired person can be achieved through a vision based feedback system that use camera, an embedded computer and a haptic device to provide feedback to the user. Computer vision and motion planning together identifies the walkable free space and plan step-by-step safe trajectory motion in the space. Also it recognize and locate certain types of objects. These informations are communicated to the user wearing the device through vibrations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Approximately 285 million people worldwide are blind or visually impaired (BVI) [1], with one person losing their vision every minute. They should face a number of challenges related to mobility due to this visual impairment. BVI people find it difficult to map the environment and move without any collisions, even with the help of canes and guide dogs. These problems make them feel panic to travel independently [2]. Cane users normally sample their surrounding immediate environment with physical contact, but in some situations it can be desirable to avoid contact if possible. Computer vision can be used to enable purposeful navigation and object identification. Purposeful navigation is defined as guided motion through space toward a desired target without collisions by avoiding obstacles. The proposed system is an end-to-end wearable solution to enable purposeful navigation that uses a portable depth-camera to extract information about the local state of the world, such as the distance and direction of obstacles from the blind user, the direction of free space, and the identity and location of target objects within a space (fig.1) The system uses an algorithm for the object detection and recognition that will assist the user in navigating to objects like an empty chair.

Figure 1: The wearable system enables a blind user to navigate through a maze while avoiding collisions.

2. RELATED WORK

Several papers have used the robotics method to enable safe navigation for blind people. These systems include sensors, computation, and feedback components, and provide the functions of either global frame localization, local frame obstacle detection/avoidance, or both. The design and analysis of a portable position and orientation (pose) [3] estimation aid for the visually impaired which consists of a foot-mounted pedometer and a white cane-mounted sensing package that comprises a three-axis gyroscope and a two-dimensional laser scanner. The described white-cane-based localization system has the potential to spearhead the development of indoor navigation and guidance aids for the visually impaired and since it is cane mounted, the person can be able to physically touch the environment.

A guidance system for navigation that guides a human to a goal point with a tactile belt interface and a stationary laser scanner. It make use of ROS local navigation [4], planner that is used to find an obstacle-free path by modeling the human as a non-holonomic robot. Also it make use of a linear and angular velocities to keep the ‘robot’ on the path are dynamically calculated, which are then converted to vibrations and applied by the tactile belt. Guiding a human with a tactile belt is similar to autonomous mobile robot navigation. A mobile robot is controlled by inputs to its motors whereas in the proposed system the human is controlled by vibration motors. However system uses a
stationary laser scanner which loses track if the human navigates to another room.

Another system which is composed of a smartphone interface, a glass mounted RGBD-camera device, a real time navigation algorithm and a haptic feedback system. Orientation information of the blind user is extracted by the navigation algorithm that performs real-time 6-DOF [5], feature based visual odometry using a glass mounted RGBD-camera as an input device. The system achieves real-time performance at 28.4 Hz in average on a laptop.

An indoor navigation wearable system based on visual markers recognition and ultrasonic obstacles, perception used as an audio assistance for blind people [6]. The visual markers identify the points of interest in the environment, additionally this location status is enriched with information obtained in real time by other sensors. The user also use glasses built with sensors like RGB camera, ultrasonic, magnetometer, gyroscope, and accelerometer enhancing the amount and quality of the available information. The system offered an audio assistance when recognized a visual marker on the environment and warned about potential obstacles unmapped, located on the route.

Related Work of Computer Vision Based Assistive Technology for Visually Impaired: [7], many electronic mobility assistant systems are developed based on converting sonar information into an audible signal for the visually impaired persons to interpret. The “vOICe” [8], system is a commercially available vision-based travel aid that displays imagery through sound using videos captured by a head-mounted camera to help them build a mental image about the environment. The vOICe system translates images into corresponding sounds through stereo headphones, which will seriously block and distract the blind users hearing sense a training and education process is must conducted to understand the meanings of different ones and pitches of sounds about the environment. VizWiz is a free iPhone app [9], to provide answers to questions asked by blind users about their surroundings through anonymous web workers and social network members. With VizWiz, a user takes a picture and records a question on their mobile phone, then sends their question to anonymous workers, object recognition software – IQ, Twitter, or an email contact. When an answer is received from any of those services, which will sent back to the users’ phone. The advantage of VizWiz is the fusion of automatic image processing software with human replies from other members in user’s social network. However, there are several main limitations for blind navigation and way finding.

1) The blind users have difficulty to aim their iPhone to the targeted objects
2) The answers the user received, there is no way to validate whether the answer is accurate.
3) Some questions may not be answered, and
4) Questions may take some time to answer.

A product in development called BrainPort [10], uses a camera mounted on a pair of sunglasses as its input device. After processing the images they are displayed on the tongue via a “lollipop” like display. The “image” has been depicted as “tasting” a bit like effervescent champagne bubble on the tongue.

3. CONCLUSION

In this new era of technology a real-time wearable system is presented, which includes a camera, an embedded computer and embedded vibration motors in a belt with that provides vibration feedback to signal obstacles to its users. Braille displays provides high-level feedback in a discrete way, but with longer reaction times due to sweeping of the fingers on the braille cells. While audio feedback was deemed undesirable given the low refresh rate and long latency, as well as potential obstruction of other sounds, a major source of environmental cues for blind people. For the future enhancement it is recommended to introduce a stereo vision camera for outdoor capability and a large library for object recognition.
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